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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
1. The Problem 
This study explored the relationships o~ mothers o~ 
schizophrenic children, with their case Horkers at a child 
guidance clinic. The study was made on cases seen at the 
Judge Baker Guidance Center in Boston, Hassachusetts. 
Th ese mothers and children characteristically have dif'-
~iculties centered around separation and dependency. Thus 
the aim of this study was to examine the mothers' behavior 
in this area, in the context of their case work relation-
ship s. The two headings under v.rhich this 1-ras explored here 
are: 1. The ways in Hhich these mothers of schizophrenic 
children shared some aspects of the mother-child relation-
shi:iJ Hi th their case vTOrkers; 2. 'days in which these 
mothers reacted to some aspects of the case work relationship 
that placed them in a dependent role. 
The nature of childh ood schizophrenia presupposes dif'-
~iculties in the earliest years of lif'e, when children's 
dependency needs are greatest. In these years healthy chil-
dren ach.:.eve a trust relationship with their mothers, or 
mother-substitutes, and take their ~irst steps to-'l-rard inde-
pendence. An examination of matePial which the mothers o:t: 
schizophrenic children present about their childl"en' s inf'ancy 
and early years of childhood, can be expected to indicate 
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some o£ their attitudes to and di£ficulties with their chil-
dren 's dependency and separation. The way that t hese atti-
tudes and di£ficulties were recognized and shared with the 
case Horkers was also used, as an indication o£ the extent 
to which they could trust, and involve themselves with, the 
people treating them. This was also done with material around 
the mothers' identi£ication 1.vi th their children, and activity 
in the children's daily lives. To the extent that the mothers 
identify -vii th their children, their attitudes about t heir 
children's dependency and separation indicates their attitudes 
about their 01-m dependency relationships . 
Also explored here were several aspects of case work 
tPeatment that involved the Horkers' g iving something to the 
clients, eith er on a matex•ial or emotional level. The pur-
pose Has to see directly h o1-v these clients responded, 1--rhen 
placed in a position of receiving some dependency gratifica-
tion. These responses Here compared 1.vith some areas of 
material about the mother-child relationship, to see to what 
extent the mothers' reactions to dependency upon their case 
workers correlated with how they shared, or did not share, 
i~ormation about their children and the children's diffi-
culties. 
2. Nethod 
The srunple used in this study was taken .from the cases 
oi' schizophrenic children and their parents, v.rhi ch were active 
2 
at the Judge Baker in 1956. Identirying data about the chil-
dren and parents was t aken directly rrom the race sheets, 
vrl~ich are filled out during intake interviews. Data about 
the mother-child relationships was gathered rrom case records 
or intake, treatment, and when present, diagnostic interviews 
that the moth ers h ad with Judge Baker case workers. The 
rirst six months or treatment interviews were used to study 
the cases. This was based on the assumption that treatment 
could not greatly arrect the mothers' characteristic ways or 
relating to the case workers, in this length or time. 
In£ormation about the mothers' responses to the depend-
ency aspects of their relationships with t heir case workers 
was collected, through direct interviews with the case work -
ers by the writer, assisted by a five-point rating scale. 
No te should be taken or the study's subjectivity. Its 
accuracy depends on the correctness and completeness or the 
case records, and on the judgments or the writer and the · 
case workers interviewed ror the study. The Judge Bakerrs 
diagnosis or these children was used here; however, though 
all t~ e children in the group showed severely disturbed be-
havior, the dirrerential diagnosis of childhood schizophrenia 
might not have been made on all or them by a dirrerent in-
stitution. 
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3. Justification 
Even when schizophrenic children can be kept in tr·eat-
ment for long periods of time, there is little chance that 
they can be helped unless their parents can also be involved 
in treatment. Sometimes the major treatment efforts must be 
made with the parents. 1 In an exaggerated way, this group of 
cases shows something that is true for all disturbed children. 
Their treatment depends on the cooperation of the parents, who 
bring them for help partly to have their symptoms relieved, 
but also to make them more acceptable members of the parents' 
family. 2 
Helping the mother of the schizophrenic child, then, is 
a vital part of his treatment. Thus it is important to know 
as much as possible about her, particularly in the areas of 
dependency and separation, which so profoundly influence both 
her behavior with her child, and her relationship with her 
case worker. 
4. The Judge Baker Guidance Center 
The Judge Baker Guidance Center is a voluntary agency 
partially supported by the United Community Fund. It is a 
1 Abraham A. Fabian, H.D., and Marjorie A. Holden, 
Treatment of Childhood Schizophrenia in ~ Child Guidance 
Clinic, p."-374. 
2 Edith Buxbaum, Ph.D., A Contribution to the Psycho-
analytic Knowledge of the LatencY Period, p. 18~ ---
4 
psychiatric clinic whose prime function is service to children. 
The staff consists of psychiatrists, psychologists, and psy-
chiatric social Horkers; the team approach is used. Children 
treated at the Judge Baker cover the range of problems treat-
able in an out -patient clinic: neuroses of childhood, behavior 
problems, charact er disorders and ch ildhood psychoses. 
Therapeutic service includes: systematic intake and 
diagnostic procedures; short term treatment; long term treat-
ment; and consultations with other agencies involved in help-
ing children. When children are in treatment at the clinic, 
one or both parents must also be seen for regular interviews. 
The Judge Baker is also a research and training organiza-
tion. Research projects include clinical studies of childhood 
schizophrenia, juvenile delinquency, school phobias, and 
learning disabilities. The training program provides super-
vision and clinical practice for students of child psychiatry, 
clinical psychology, and psychiatric social work. 
In March, 1957, tl;le Judge Baker moved into ne1-1 quarters, 
the Hira~ Edward Manville building on Longwood Avenue, Boston, 
Mass. The new building, constructed with funds donated by the 
Hiram Edward Manville Foundation, has facilities for short-
term in-patient treatment of adolescents. This is nm-1 ready 
for .occupancy.3 
3 Judge Baker Guidance Center, 1955 Annual Report. 
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5. The Childhood Schizophrenia Project. 
The Judge Baker has singled out the psychotic children 
in its case load for special attention, for about ten years. 
Five years ago, a grant from the Scottish Rite Committee for 
Research in Dementia Praecox made it possible to have a re-
search treatment team study this type of case, and try to de-
termine the causative factors in the disorder, with the pur-
pose of improving treatment. Fort y-four cases, active and 
inactive, have been studied in the project. 
Many of the schizophrenic children and their parents are 
treated in the general clinic, where assignments of cases are 
made on the basis of diagnostic findings during intake and the 
availability of personnel. Some cases are treated directly by 
the psychiatrist, psychologist, and social worker on the re-
search team. Cases are also drawn from the general intake 
service at the Judge Baker. They must meet certain criteria; 
these are cases which have not been in treatment before, in 
which the f amilies are not broken, and the disturbed child 
shows no evidence of organic damage. 
Intake procedure at the Judge Baker varies . It may range 
£rom a single interview with a childts mother by a case worker 
to an extended period of interviews with the child and parents, 
and a psychological examination of the child. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
Theoretical Formulations 
1. Etiology and Classification of Childhood Psychoses 
As previously stated, it is vitally important to involve 
the mothers of disturbed children in treatment$ if the chil-
dren are to be effectively helped. The ensuing material 
defines childhood schizophrenia as the term has been used in 
this study, because the definition is not universal; it has 
different connotations in some other settings, and other 
names are sometimes given to the children that the Judge 
Baker calls schizophreni c. The involvemen t of the mothers 
of these children in treatment is described, following the 
n~terial about the disturbances which are manifested by their 
children . 
The term Childhood Schizonhrenia is used by the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center to cover the group of latency age and 
yo·Qng adolescent children seen there, who show the kind oZ 
severe patl1ology described in the literature on childhood 
psychotic illnesses. The child 
reveals pathology in behavior at every level and in 
every area of integration or patterning within the 
functioning of the central nervous systemi be it 
vegetative, motor, perceptual, or social. 
The child is confused about the periphery of his own 
P • 40. 
1 Lauretta Bender , M.D ., Childhood Schizophrenia$ 
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body, and his personal habits are disorganized. Sometimes 
he acquires 1narmerisms 'l.vhich appear compulsive, in his 
attempts to control his motor TUllctioning. He may be able 
to speak, but he doesn't use language to form relationships, 
and most of his speech is not useful as contraunication. In 
his object relationships, he may be fixated at the level of 
relating to non-human objects such as tops or phono graph 
records. His view of himself and the world is distorted; 
nevertheless he doesn't have the hallucinations character-
istic of many adult schizophrenics.2 
Psychiatric personnel t-.rorking v-rith children Hho show 
such severe ego disturbances do not agree on a name, or 
system of classification, for them. Some follow-up studies 
have shown that Hhen untreated, many of these children grow 
i n to typical adult schizophrenics; nevertheless there is 
considerable difference of opinion about the etiology of 
the childhood disorder , and Hhether or not this is the same 
as for adult schizophrenics. The childhood disturbances 
become pronounced at different a ges, and though all shm.-; 
severe ego pathology, there are differences in the symptoms. 
A variety of names are in use to depict the various mani -
festations of psychotic disorder in children, such as 
infantile autism, and the atypical child.3 
2 Ibid • , pp • L~ 9-5 0, 55 • 
3 Abraham A. Fabian, JYI .D., and Marjorie A. Holden, 
Treatment or Childhood Schizophrenia in a Child Guidance 
Clinic, pp:-57l-572. 
Proposals about the etiology of childhood schizophrenia 
could be placed on a continuum. At one end is the theory 
that the causes are wholly organic or constitutions.l,4 and 
any disturbances seen in the parent-child relationships are 
the results of the parentst unsuccessful attempts to relate 
to their severely damaged and limited children.5 The other 
extreme is the theory that the schizophrenic child's dis-
order is solely the result of a particular kind of patholog-
ical mother-child relationship,6 and if there are some 
organic problen~, they have arisen out of a disturbance 
which began in earliest infancy, when maternal mishandling 
can cause organic damage. Under the former theory, if the 
mother of a schizophrenic child seems seriously disturbed, 
it is explained as the natural result of her extreme concern 
for her child.7 The premise upon which the Judge Baker 
Guidance Center 1.vor~s is that, in the group of children 
studied and treated there, the etiology of the illness lies 
in a destructive mother-child relationship. This does not 
deny the possibility of constitutional or other organic 
4 Ibid. 
5 Gregory Bateson, and others, Toward a Theory of 
Schizophrenia, P• 251. - --
6 J. Louise Despert, M.D., Some Considerations 
Relating to the Genesis of Autistic Behavior in Children, 
P• 345. -- - -
7 George Shugart, Casework ~ Parents ££ Psychotic 
Children, P• 15. 
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problems in the child~ but it says clearly that it is the 
mother's relationship with her child, and not organic 
difficulties, which determine whether or not the child 
will develop a schizophrenic disorder, 
Mother and child share a ~ anxiety: the fear of 
utter annihilation . The mother fears she will be destroyed~ 
if she permits herself to feel her own inner tension. She 
shows primitive ego functioning in a number of ways: she 
cantt tell apart different tensions such as aggression, 
anxiety, and libido. She tries desperately to keep her 
generalized tension do~~ to a bearable level; she blocks 
from consciousness large areas of experience and their 
accompanying affect; she organizes her life into compart-
mentalized roles such as mother , housewife, working 'T.voma.n , 
and isolates the roles from each other. She behaves out-
Hardly in socially acceptable ~trays, for she needs society• s 
approval. 
Hhen this kind of woman has a child, he is threaten-
ing to her inadequate defensive structure . She cannot 
see him as an entity separate from herself, so he cannot 
gain his own identity, and instead responds to his mother's 
distorted concept of him. Although this kind of 1:-roman 
badly needs dependency gr atification, she cannot accept 
it, because she equates it with inadequacy and destruc-
tion; she projects her struggle with dependency onto her 
10 
child, and in this way he becomes part of her defense 
structure.8 
The schizophrenic child has very little relationship 
with his father; the tie to his mother is a very intense 
one. She overprotects him in the extreme, but her inability 
to perceive him as an individual amounts to a severe rejec-
tion. She is sometimes called the schizophren0genic mother. 
By her identification with and overprotection of her child, 
she fosters his dependency on her; and she cannot handle 
the dependency relationship.9 
This type of mother's relationship to her child is 
pathological, and extremely damaging to the child. The 
mother's defenses, and the child's attachment to her, cannot 
successfully defend either of them against the dependency 
needs which both find so frightening. This mutual fear of 
a dependency relationship, which implies complete destruc-
tion as a concomitant of gratification, is the prime factor 
in the child's schizophrenic reaction.lO 
These women have other children v1ho do not become 
8 Irving Kaufman, M.D., and others, Childhood 
Schizophrenia - Treatment 2f Children ~ Parents, pp. 2 1 3, 11. 
9 Melvin L. Kohn, Ph.D., and John A. Chase, Ph.D.l 
Parental Authority Behavior and Schizophrenia, pp. 296-29~. 
10 Irving Kaufman, M.D., £E• £!!., P• 3· 
l1. 
schizophrenic. However, they probably are not psycholo gical-
ly the same mothers with all of' their children. Some 
characteristic of' the infant, or some temporary factor in 
the environment, will bring out more of' a woman's patholog-
ical reactions to one child than to another.ll 
2. Mothers in Treatment 
Mothers of' schizophrenic children enter treatment with 
the fear that the relationship will be a repetition of' the 
destructive dependency tie they had with their own mothers.l2 
As mentioned above, they long f'or dependency gratification 
but their fears will not let them take it, and they project 
their struggle with dependency onto their schizophrenic 
children.l3 
The mothers reject the idea of' treatment f'or themselves, 
and participate on the level of' contributing to their chil-
dren's therapy. They view the children's illnesses as out-
side of' themselves, and they do not readily involve them-
selves in getting help f'or their own personal problems.l4 
They are hostile and defensive, and often quite conscious 
of' society's stigma of insanity when it is applied to their 
children.l5 
11 J. Louise Despert, M.D., ££• cit., P• 345. 
12 Irving Kaufman, M.D., 2£• cit., P• 9. 
13 Ibid., p. 11 
14 J. Louise Despert, M.D., 2£• cit., p. 344· 
15 George Shugart, ££• cit., pp. 8-9. 
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The fear of annihilation is central in all of these 
women; however, as their patterns of behavior and defenses 
emerge during treatment they are seen to fall into several 
groups. The first category is the pseudo-neurotic, that 
is, neurotic like, defense structure. Many of these people 
are successful in the business and professional world. They 
use rigidly compulsive mechanisms of defense: isolation; 
undoing; compartmentalization; intellectualization; and other 
devices characteristic of compulsive people. The next group 
is outwardly less successful. These are the people with 
somatic reactions as their major defenses. They may have 
overt psychosomatic disorders and hypochondriacal concerns. 
Others show literalization of the body image. Here, at-
titudes and anxieties are directly expressed in posture and 
body configuration. The most obviously disturbed, of course, 
are the mothers who are in overt psychotic states, such as 
depressions. In the group under treatment at the _Judge 
Baker at the time of this study, the largest number were 
pseudo-neurotic. None had been clinically diagnosed as 
schizophrenic psychoses.l6 
The so-called schizophrenogenic mother can tolerate 
treatment only if she feels that she is in control of the 
situation, and therefore able to direct the conversation 
16 Irving Kaufman, M.D., Ego Functioning of 
Schizophrenic Children~ Their Parents, pp. 6-8:-
away from subjects she is afraid to discuss. She holds at 
arms length the person who is trying to treat her, and 
freezes if something unpleasant to her is touched.l7 The 
key to successfully treating these women lies in dealing with 
their concept of dependency as something horrible, and tracing 
the development of this attitude. vJhen the mothers can be 
helped with their difficulties, and aided in defining their 
own identities, they have less need to project their depend-
ency struggles onto their children. They can then start to 
release the children from their defense structures, and the 
children's therapists can start to help the children develop 
their own definitive personalities.l8 In the experience of 
the Judge Baker Guidance Center, these women seldom show 
significant involvement in or gains from treatment in less 
than three years; often this takes much longer. 
in 
-
.Q.E.. 
17 Lewis B. Hill, M.D., Psychotherapeutic Intervention 
Schizophrenia, pp. 107 1 112. 
18 Irving Kaufman, M.D., Childhood Schizophrenia, 
ill•' P• 11 • 
CHAPTER III 
Data 
1. Problem and Methodology 
The purpose of this study was to explore the relation-
ships that mothers of schizophrenic children have with their 
case workers. Because the problems of these mothers and chil-
dren center around dependency and separation, this was the 
general area explored. These mothers characteristically re-
sist exploration of their own personal problems in interviews. 
This study ex amined the dependency aspects of the relation-
sh i p s these mothers have with their children, to see what they 
are able to share with the case workers about this import ant 
problem. l,.f._r1en it ~1/as possible, the case workers were inter-
viewed to gain a more direct picture of how the mothers re-
lated to them. 
The children's early development was examined as it ap-
peared in case records of interviews with the mothers. This 
is the period of time Hhen all children have strong dependency 
needs, and when healthy children start learning activities 
which lead to some measl.:tre of independence. The nature of 
these children's illnesses, and their mothers' difficulties 
in handling them, presuppose some serious problems at an early 
level, at a time when the most important facet of the mother-
child relationsh ip was the child's dependency on the mother. 
One way of gaining some understanding of these mothers' 
~ -
-- -- ---
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reelings about dependency is to examine their behavior in a 
relationship vlhich places them in a dependent role; in this 
case, these mothers were examined as they presented themselves 
i n the client-case worker relationship. The extent to which 
they were able to share their dirficulties with their case 
workers Has a reflection of how well they are able to trust a 
helping relationship, which tends to place them in the role of 
receiving gratirication. 
The mothers' identification or themselves with their 
children \vas explored, on the assumption that the extent to 
.._.rhich a mother sees the child as part or herselr, determines 
the extent to which she is able to let him become an indepen-
dent personality. From .this same point or vieH, the mothers' 
activity in their children's daily lives and their reelings 
or adequacy or inadequacy about this were also explored. 
The mothers' material about their children's relation-
ships, and the ways in which they \vould like their children 
to relate to people, have been examined here to see to what 
extent these women are aware or, and can share with the case 
workers, problems \-Thich their children manirest in this area. 
To the extent that these mothers identiry themselves with 
their children, this is also a rerlection of their own human 
relationships and feelings about them. 
Reactions of these women to dependency in the case work 
relationship was divided· here into three areas, which assume 
16 
varying degrees of emotional involvement with the case workers: 
acceptance of verbal support and reassurance; acceptance of en-
vironmental help 1-vithin the context of the case work relation-
ship; and acceptance of material help from the agency, through 
the case worker• Comparisons were made between these reactions 
and the ways in which the women originally sought help at the 
Judge Baker, as revealed by the sources of referral. Direct 
comparisons were made betv1een the mothers 1 reactions to depen-
dency gratification, and the types or material they could share 
about their children. 
2. The Research Population 
The population from which the research group 1.-1as drawn 
consisted of fifteen cases of schizophrenic children and their 
parents, which were open at the Judge Baker in October 1956. 
Some were in treatment with members of the childhood schizo-
phrenia research team; others were treated in the general 
clinic. One case could not be used in the sample, because the 
mother had had several years or treatment previous to her ar-
rival at the Judge Baker. In other cases, the records were in-
complete at the time of the study, and the necessary material 
was unavailable. The sample used here was the seven cases in 
the total population, whose records contained the material 
needed for this study. The names of the cases were disguised; 
the initials of the children's first names and family names 
were made the same, to racilitate following individual cases 
17 
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here. 
Th e seven women in the sample ranged in age from thirty-
two to forty-nine years, with ages unavailable in two cases. 
Time between intake, and the beg inning of treatment interviews 
with the mothers, ranged from five to seventeen months. In 
the latter case, the long wait was partly caused by the fact 
that the child was below the Judge Baker minimum age limit at 
intal{e. 
The fm.1ilies 1 fees, based on ability to pay, ranged from 
$.75 to $5.00 weekly, with figures unavailable for one case. 
Three families paid fees of ;;'p4. 00 or more; two paid $1.50 and 
. d ,'h 75 one pal .)tj . • A fee of less than ~~1.00 at the Judge Baker 
indicates a marginal financial status, and a fee under $4.00 
would tend to show a family with a fairly low income, or heavy 
financial burdens. 
Six of the women were living with their husbands; one had 
been separated since before her schizophrenic child's birth. 
In the five cases where ages were available, the women were 
younger than their husbands. 
The children were five boys and two girls; their ages 
when treatment began ranged from six through thirteen years. 
Five were younger than nine; the others were early adolescents, 
which may have influenced the type of data given b y their 
mothers. (See Table XI,Appendix I,p._52) The 1-lide age range may 
have influenced both the problems reported as existing when 
---=- - -- - =--
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treatment began, and the mothers' reporting of the children's 
early development. It could be expected that in the former 
case, a child in early adolescence might manifest different 
behavioral symptoms than one in early latency, even if their 
underlying disturbances were quite similar. In the latter 
case, the mother of a young latency age child would have more 
rec ent memories of the child's e ar l y development than the 
moth er of a much older ch ild; this could influence the amount 
and type of material recalled. However, an examination of the 
seven cases used here failed to s how any obvious differences 
in the two areas. The mothers' general concerns about their 
children's behavior tended to remain constant through the year~ 
even though there were some changes in specific symptoms; and 
there was no apparent connection between th~ ages of the chil-
dren, and the quality or quantity of material about their 
early development which was shared with the case workers. 
Sources of referral were varied; only one was a direct 
personal referral. The others came through the intercession 
of a school, hospital, or social agency. In five cases a 
major presenting problem was school learning difficulties. 
Other pres enting problems mentioned by at least two, but less 
than five mothers, were feeding problems, phobias, social mal-
adjustment and behavior problems. 
Presenting problems were obtained from the Judge Baker 
face sheets, which are filled out during the intake process. 
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The origin of the statements is impossible to determine, but 
where the referral came from a professional source, it is 
possible that the families' statements of presenting problems 
included their interpretations of what was said to them by 
the referring agents. (See Table XIV, Appendix I, p. 
The attempt was made in examining case records of inter-
views with the mothers, to find out which areas of their chil-
dren•s behavior were of concern to them. For the purposes of 
this study, the symptomology that bothered the mothers was 
broken dm..rn into broad categories which encompassed the pre-
sented material. The four categories used were: phobic reac-
tions; somatic reactions; learning difficulties; and motor 
behavior. The purpose here was to compare the seven cases; 
since all the mothers showed some concern about their chil-
dren's personal relationships, this was not useful as a gen-
eral category, for comparing or differentiating the seven 
women. Phobic reactions include "any persistent morbid fear 
or dread"1 Examples of these reactions among the children 
were Anne's anxious questions about death, and Barbara's 
behavior: 
Mrs. B first thought there was something "odd" 
about her child when Barbara was sixteen months 
old; the little girl grew terribly frightened 
whenever she h ad to have an article of clothing 
put on over her head~~ 
1 W.A. Newman Dorland, A. M., M.D., American Pocket 
Medical Dictionary, p. 753 
~:-Excerpts from records may be condensed or paraphrased 
except where direct quotation~ ar~ used. 
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Somatic reactions include dif'f'iculties Hhlch may h ave 
disappeared bef'ore contact Hith the Judge Baker such as early 
vomiting, colic, and enuresis, as well as present organic com-
plaints with no discoverable organic basis. For example: 
Donald has complained that his throat burned, and 
eating was dif'f'icult because of' this. For tHo 
months prior to the start of' treatment, he ate 
almost nothing. 
Learning dif'f'iculties as def'ined here include the learn-
ing of' speech, self'-care skills such as dressing, and conven-
tional school subjects. 
Charles started talking at t he "usual" age, but 
soon stopped. He resumed speaking when he was 
f'ive; his speech then consisted largely of' anxiously 
repeated questions such as 11 What 1 s upstairs?" 
Motor behavior covers the bizarre mannerisms of'ten f'ound 
in schizophrenic children, pronounced clumsiness, and hyper-
activity, or a combination of' these: 
Wnen tense or stimulated, Gary jtunp s up and down 
and throws his hands up in the air, waving t h em. 
The assump tion of' this study t..ras t hat childhood sch izo-
phrenia is an all-pervasive disturbance of' behavior; on this 
basis, the number of' areas in whi ch the mothers saw problems, 
would tend to indic ate the extent of' their awareness of' their 
children 1 s behavior. The bvo mothers 1r1ho arrived at the 
Judge Baker through a ref'erra l by their children's schools 
smv problems in less than f'our of' the above areas; the others 
all saw at least some dif'f'iculty in each category. In this 
group of' moth ers , those who came f'rom another source of' help, 
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either medical or social, and the one who referred herself on 
the advice of a friend, seemed more aware of their children's 
difficulties than the ones referred by their children's schools 
(See Table I, p. 23) 
As defined here, a private referral comes directly 
through the child's family; a social agency referral involves 
a family service or psychiatric clinic; a medical referral can 
be either a private physician or hospital clinic; and a school 
referral implies the school's use of its authority, to recom-
mend help for a child who cannot adjust to the classroom. 
When these areas were broken down into past and present 
problems recognized by the mothers, it was found that problems 
recognized in the children's early years were usually also 
seen when the families arrived at the Judge Baker for treat-
ment. In only one of the four categories, motor behavior, 
was there a discrepancy in more than one case. Three mothers 
';vho were concerned at one time with their children's motor be-
havior, did not see this as a continuing problem. (See 
Table II, p. 24) 
3. Developmental Data 
Case workers at the Judge Baker customarily try to get a 
history rrom the mothers of the children's early development, 
within the early part or the mothers' treatment. This study 
chose to examine five areas or information which can be 
assumed to enter into the development of every child, in some 
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TABLE I. 
REFERRAL SOURCE COMPARED HITH NUMBER OF . 
RECOGNIZED PROBLEM AREAS 
No. of problem Referral sources 
areas private social medical school 
1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 3 1 
TABLE II. 
PROBLEN AREAS RECOGNIZED BY THE HOTHERS IN THE 
CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR, PAST AND PRESENT 
Phobic Somatic Learning Motor Behavior 
Reactions Reactions Problems Problems 
Past Present Past Present Past Present Past Present 
6 6 6 5 6 7 6 3 
way. They were: pregnancy and delivery; feeding behavior; 
toilet training ; walking; and talking. Since taking a devel-
opmental history is a regular procedure, it is reasonably safe 
to assume that the above material appeared in the records, if 
it was g iven by the mothers. 
One mother gave no information under any of the above 
headings. One gave information only about her son Gary's 
feeding behavior. Three mothers made at least a brief men-
tion of each area under examination here. (See Table III, 
p. 26) 
When areas of development were discussed, the mothers 
saw problems about twice as often as uncomplicated growth. 
In some cases the mothers denied having had difficulty hand-
ling a phase of their children's behavior, but were entirely 
unable to describe either their own, or the children's be-
havior. Such instances were listed under the heading of 
unillustrated behavior. When the mothers \-Jere able to give a 
minimum descriptive picture of behavior which they depicted 
as having been problem free, the responses were labeled illus-
trated behavior. (See Table IV, p. 27) In general, when the 
mothers denied the existence of problems but could not illus-
trate this, other material that they brought to interviews 
tended to contradict the statements that there was no trouble. 
Frank's toilet training was begun at nine months. 
It was completed during the daytime at two, and night-
time wetting stopped at three. Mrs. F. says his 
training proceeded with "not much difficulty." 
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TABLE III. 
AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT: MENTIO NED OR NOT MENTIONED 
Mentioned Not Hentioned 
Pregnancy and 4 3 
Delivery 
Feeding Behavior 6 1 
Toilet Training 4 3 
tvalking 3 4 
Talk ing 3 4 
TABLE IV 
AREAS OF DEVELOP~illNT: RECOGNITION OF PROBLEMS 
Pregnancy and 
Delivery 
Feeding Behavior 
Toilet Training 
\rlalking 
Talking 
No Problems 
Illustrated 
behavior 
Recognized 
Unillus-
trated 
behavior 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Problems Recognized 
3 
5 
2 
2 
2 
->~Both illustrations t-vere given by the same mother. 
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Frank is very interested in toilets; he has drawn 
pictures of toilet doors in his school notebook. 
He recently became so engrossed in a public lava-
tory that he had to be pulled away by his mother. 
The assumption is that if Frank's toilet training had 
been accomplished with "not much difficulty," he would no 
longer be so preoccupied with toilets. 
Feeding behavior was the area of early development dis-
cussed most readily by the mothers, and also the place where 
difficulties were mentioned most often. It is noteworthy that 
this is the portion of a small child's development that in-
volves the closest dependency of a child on its mother . 
The areas of behavior mentioned least often were walking 
and talking . In contrast to fee di ng , i-Ialking and talking 
appear at a later age and presuppose more independent action 
on the child's part: problems expressed in these areas would 
therefore tend to be less obviously indicative of a mother's 
feelings about her relationship to a helpless, dependent in-
fant. 
4• How the l'1others Handled Their Children's Dependency 
Two measures H'ere used to indicate the ways in which 
these mothers handled their schizophrenic children's depen-
dency upon them: the amount of self-involvement the mothers 
described in their ch:tldren 1 s behavior and activities; and 
the presence, or absence, or conflicts and feelings of help-
lessness about this involvement. The three areas of the child-
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dren's lives chosen for exploration were their activities in 
education, self-help, and play. Educational involvement in-
cluded the mothers ' attempts to help their children directly 
with school work, and also their past and present contact with 
teachers and other persons responsible for their children's 
schooling. Self-help included all activities leading to inde-
pendent functioning for the children, such as dressing, walk-
ing, going places alone, and taking care of one's own belong-
ings. Play activities were either solitary or socialized. 
The object here was to see if these mothers were highly 
active, highly inactive, or realistically and appropriately 
active in various aspects of their children's lives; and to 
find out how they felt about the degree of activity they 
showed. All seven mothers showed either a great deal of 
activity, or else made no mention at all of their involvement 
or lack of it . (See Table V, p. 30) Activity is used here 
to mean either the mother's direct pushing or holding back 
of the child , or the mother 's direct intercession with persons 
in the child's life, such as teachers or playmates. Five 
actively interceded in their children's schooling, and an 
equal nuraber in self-help activities. Three spoke of a high 
degree of involvement in their children's play activities. 
It should be noted that there was no attempt here to measure 
the quality and direction of t h is activity by the mothers; it 
can r ange from vigorously pushing the children into indepen-
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TABLE V. 
MOTHERS' INVOLV~ffiNT IN THEIR CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES 
Education 
Sel:f-help 
Play 
Highly Active 
5 
5 
3 
:t-rot Mentioned 
2 
2 
4 
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dence or actively restraining them rrom it. 
Mrs. F . says she wants to prepare her children to be 
on their own; she tries to hurry Frank along into 
activities such as crossing the street on the way 
to school. 
Anne didn't 'l;valk unaided until she was twenty-six 
months old. Vws . A. says she was afraid the child 
would rall, and gave her no chance to try walking 
without support. 
The mothers who showed a high degree or activity in their 
schizophrenic children's education either verbalized dissatis-
raction with their behavior, or expressed no feelings about 
this at all. 
This dissatisraction was termed conrlict where the mother 
was either continually runbivalent about the correctness of her 
behavior, or vacillated between feeling competent and incom-
petent . Helplessness was the categ ory in 1-rhich were placed 
responses that showed a reeling of extreme inadequacy. 
or the three mothers who described a high degree of in-
volvement in their children's play activities, t1.-ro verbalized 
no attitudes about it, and one expressed conrlict. Conrlict 
was also expressed by the rive mothers who involved themselves 
a great deal in the self-care activities or the children. 
Mrs. F. says she comes from a family of domineering 
women and perhaps she has pushed Frank too much. 
She wonders if she chould or should not continue 
to "push" him. 
Three of the mothers expressed complete helplessness in 
dealing with their children's self-care activities. This 1..ras 
the one area in which such helplessness was verbalized. (See 
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Table VI, p. 33) 
5. Mother-Child Identification 
Mothers of schizophrenic children over-identify with 
them, according to the theories of chilill~ood schizophrenia 
which are in use at the Judge Baker. 2 An attempt was made here 
to find with whom these mothers told their case workers they 
identified their children's symptoms, and who or what they felt 
was responsible for the schizophrenic illnesses. Each mother 
who mentioned something in this area identified herself with 
at least some of her child's symptomatic behavior; this ranged 
from recognizing a symbiotic relationship, to seeing some minor 
similarities of behavior, but completely rejecting the idea 
that the child•s illness had any place within the family con-
stellation. 
Mrs~ B. says Barbara has the same lack of dexterity 
that she had when she was a child. Their social 
isolation is also seen as very similar, and so is 
their "sweet tooth." Mrs. B. thinks people regard 
her and Barbara "as a team," as though Barbara was 
a part of her. 
One of the mothers also identified some of her child's 
symptoms with someone else in her family; three said nothing 
about this in the period of case work interviews covered by 
this study. (See Table XV, Appendix I, p.56) Two mothers 
blamed themselves for their children's problems. One blamed 
2 See above, Ch. II 
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TABLE, VI. 
THE MOTHERSt FEELINGS ABOUT ACTIVITY IN THE CHILDREN 'S LIVES 
Feeling Feeling of I\Tot 
conflict Helplessness mentioned 
Education 2 3 
Self'-care 2 3 --
Play 1 2 
-- -- ~----
both her father, and her childts early attack of measles. 
The three women who never discussed identification of their 
children's symptoms with themselves or others, all attributed 
their childrenrs illnesses basically to some impersonal outer 
force. (See Table XVI, Appendix I, p.57) 
None of these mothers mentioned their children's fathers 
as wither causes of, or models for, the schizophrenic symp-
toms •. 
6. The Children's Relationships 
By definition, the schizophrenic child has a great deal 
of difficulty in social functioning.3 In exploring the 
mothers• attitudes toward their schizophrenic children's 
human relations, it was seen that all of them were aware that 
some of their children's relationships with people were un-
satisfactory. In this study, the children's relationships 
and mothers' feelings about them were examined in four areas: 
relations wit~ the childrenst fathers; with siblings; with 
peers; and with adults outside the immediate family. All 
seven mothers spoke at least briefly about the schizophrenic 
children's relationships with, or lack of relatedness to, 
their siblings and peers. Relationships with adults were men-
tioned by six mothers. Fathers were comparatively left out; 
three mothers, including the one divorced woman, failed to 
co~Tient at all about the way the children and their fathers 
got along. (See Table VII, p. 35) 
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TABLE VII . 
MOTHERS' MENTION OF THEIR CHILDREN'S RELATIONSHIPS 
Mentioned Not mentioned 
Father 4 3" . ., .. 
Siblings 7 
Peers 7 
Adults 6 1 
~rFather 1·.ras not present in one case. 
All seven or these mothers thought their children's con-
tacts with their peers were unsatisfactory. One or the six 
who discussed relationships with adults saw some positives; 
however, that mother mentioned only one such relationship, 
that or the child and her own mother. (See Table VIII, p. 37) 
Mrs. G. thinks Gary "bewilders" children because 
he doesn't talk about the same things they do. 
He has a "vicious streak" and throws rocks at 
children who provoke him. He doesn't play with 
his classmates and is not really part or the class; 
he wanders around the classroom distracting the 
other children. 
The next step in exploring the mothers' feelings about 
their children's relationships was to see if they preferred 
the children to take a dependent passive role, or an indepen-
dent active role, in their various relationships. Not all the 
mothers who expressed opinions about whether their children 
had satisfactory human relations described the kind or role 
they wished the children to play. The four mothers who ver-
balized attitudes about their children's relationships to 
their fathers all expected them to play a passive-dependent 
role. The four who mentioned the roles they preferred in the 
children's peer relationships all wished their children to be 
active and independent in this area; and, as previously noted, 
none or them were happy with the way their children related 
to peers. (See Table IX, p. 38) 
Fathers were comparatively left out of these mothers• 
discussion or their children's relationships. A comparison 
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TABLE VIII. 
THE MOTHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD THEIR CHILDREN'S RELATIONSHIPS 
Attitude 
Object Essentially positive Essentially negative 
Father 2 2 
Siblings 2 5 
Peers 7 
Adults 1 5 
. TABLE IX. 
TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS WISHED FOR THE CHILDREN BY THE MOTHERS 
Object 
Father 
Siblings 
Peers 
Adults 
Type of Relationship 
4 
1 
4 
3 
~;.One mother u.ranted her child to act differently with 
each of t wo siblings. 
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was made with what the mothers did, or did not, say about 
these men, and the amount o~ contact that the ~athers had at 
the Judge Baker. Since the Judge Baker customarily tries to 
have contact with the ~athers o~ children in treatment, and 
o~~ers help to them, the involvement o~ these men with the 
clinic is at least in part an indication o~ their own, or 
their ~amilies' attitudes toward their participation in the 
childrens' treatment. 
In both cases where the ~athers were present in the home, 
but not discussed by the mothers in the context o~ the ~ather­
child relationships, the ~athers had no contact "Lvh atsoever 
with the Judge Baker. In this small group o~ cases, there was 
no other recognizable correlation between what the mothers 
said, and the amount o~ involvement the men had in treatment. 
(See Tabla X, p. 40) 
7. How the Mothers Handled Dependency in Case Work 
The case workers who sa1.v these mothers o~ schizophrenic 
children were intervie1.ved ~or the study, to ~ind out how the 
mothers reacted to a relationship which tended to place them 
in a dependent role. Case workers who had worked with only 
~our o~ the women were available ~or interviews. In t-vm o~ 
the ~our cases, the case worker used by this study was not the 
one who had seen the mother during the ~irst six months o~ 
treatment. In the other two cases, the case workers had seen 
the mothers ror longer than the initial six months, and based 
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TABLE X. 
FATHERS' INVOLVEJv1ENT \VITH THE JUDGE BAKER AND 
MOTHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE FATHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
Fathers' 
Involvement 
None 
Intake 
Interview 
Continued 
Service 
Mothers' attitudes 
Positive Negative Not mentioned 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~~Includes one case where rather was not in the home. 
their data on the whole period in which they had worked with 
the women. Therefore, data in this section of the study did 
not coincide in time with the material obtained from case 
records; the two types of data were not directly comparable, 
since it is theoretically possible for the clients' ways of 
relating to have changed in important ways, after the initial 
six months of help. In view of these difficulties, this part 
of the study had relatively little value, and results are very 
tentative. 
Three aspects of the client-~·lorker relationship which in-
volve dependency on the case worker were examined. These were 
the mothers' reactions to verbal support and reassurance; to 
environmental manipulation; and to material help. The last 
aspect was of little use here, since such help is seldom given 
by the Judge Baker. It was applicable in a limited way to two 
of the four cases. Environmental manipulation included both 
direct help for the mother, and manipulation of the child's 
environment, where this involved helping the mother. 
The writer, and the case workers who saw the four mothers, 
collaborated in placing these clients' reactions on a five 
point scale. The ~ive points on the scale were abstracted 
from a continuum of behavior possibilities that ranged from 
a complete refusal to accept being placed in a role of depen-
dency, to a highly exaggerated and unrealistic reaching for 
dependency gratification. The numbered points on the scale 
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were: 1. Complete denial or dependency needs and extreme 
resistance to accepting gratirication; 2. Some acceptance or 
dependency gratirication, but predominantly resistive; 
3. Realistic acceptance or help; 4• Attempts to get more 
dependency gratirication than is realistically orrered; 
5. Attempts to be completely dependent upon the case worker. 
On the whole, the mothers tended to resist support and reass~ 
ance given by the case workers, and tended to seek out more 
environmental help than was realistically or~ered to them, 
within the case work relationship. (See Table XVII, Appen-
dix I, p. 58) 
Dir~erences among the mothers in their relations to de-
pendency were not clear-cut enough to show signi~icant pat-
terns, in so small a group o~ cases. It was also impossible 
with only these rour cases, to ~ind any recognizable pattern 
between the mothers' reactions in the case work relationship, 
and the channels through which the ~amilies originally sought 
the help o~ the Judge Baker •. 
The mothers' reactions to dependency in the case work 
relationships were compared with the roles they wished ~or 
their children in relationships, and whether or not they men-
tioned several areas o~ the children's developmental history. 
Since ~eeding behavior was at least brierly mentioned by all 
~our mothers, the areas chosen to compare them were toilet 
training, walking, and talking. 
The two mothers who reacted most extremely to dependency# 
either in the direction of resistance, or exaggerated attempts 
to get gratification, also showed the most extreme reactions 
about their children's roles, and to giving developmental his-
tory. One of them said nothing about any of the above cate-
gories of her child's early development, and discussed her 
child's relationships only to adults, where the child was 
supposed to act independently. The other one also omitted 
mentioning the three examined areas of developmental history, 
and wished her child to take an active dependent role in all 
relationships. Because the number of cases was so small, and 
because the two types of data explored were not comparable in 
time, the results ca~~ot be accepted as valid or reliable . 
(See Tables XVIII, XIX, Appendix I, p. 59) 
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CF...A.PTER IV 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study explored t -vTO aspects, dependency snd separa-
tion~ of the relationships that mothers of schizophrenic 
children had with their case workers, at the Judge Baker 
Guidance Center. The sample of seven cases was taken fron 
the population of' fifteen current at the Judge Baker in 
October 1956. The exploration covered some phases of mate-
rial about the children, and the motherst preble~ with 
them, and ho-vr this '\-Tas shared with the case -vwrkers; and 
the mothers t reactions to some aspects of the client-1·10rker 
relationship, which placed them in dependent roles. 
No definite conclusions can be made about the mothers 
of schizophrenic children from this exploratory study of a 
small group. The group itself was not entirely homogeneous. 
There were a nunilier of disparities among the cases such as 
economic level, fM1rlly struc~1re 1 and a ges of' the schizo-
phrenic children~ which may have influenced the data. 
Despite the obvious limitations, some trends emerged 
from the study. All of the mothers sa1·1 at least some problems 
in their children's development or behavior. The problem 
areas tended to remain the same in the years preceding contact 
Hi th the Judge Baker, as they w·ere 't-Then treatment began. 
Although at least some problems were obvious to the mothers, 
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the families usually required some outside source to refer 
them for psychiatric help. 
The mothers, as a group, discussed their children's 
feeding development and proble~~ more readily than behavior 
around other developmental tasks such as toilet training, 
walking and talking. From this it would appear that their 
concern was greatest in the area of the children's develop-
ment which most involves the young child's dependence upon 
its mother. 
Most of the mothers described some of their own activ-
ity in their children's lives; in all instances where this 
was mentioned, they were highly active ., and usually not 
satisfied with their own competence. Several of the 
mothers expressed feelings of complete helplessness around 
handling the children's self-care activities. 
The mothers verbalized varying degrees of identifica-
tion with their children; this ranged from denying that the 
child acted like he belonged in the family, to a recognition 
of a symbiotic tie. The trend in the group was for the 
mothers to see at least some similarities between their 
children's symptoms and their own behavior. 
This group of mothers tended to place the blame for 
their children's illnesses outside of themselves; other 
people or impersonal forces were blamed. Two of them 
recognized some personal involvement in the etiology of 
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their children's disorders, and were able to say this to 
their case workers. 
In the area o~ the children's relationships, the group 
as a whole mentioned relations with peers, siblings, and 
adults; the mothers were generally dissatis~ied with the 
ways in which the children related to others. The children's 
relationships with their fathers were comparatively le~t out 
o~ the picture. l~en the mothers expressed attitudes about 
the roles they wished their children to play in relation-
ships, they usually wanted the children to be active and 
independent, except vTi th their ~athers with whom they wished 
the children to be passive and dependent. To the extent 
that the mothers identify themselves with the children, this 
might be indicative o~ the ways in which they themselves 
wish to relate. 
The four mothers whose relationships with their case 
workers were explored, through interviews with the uorkers, 
all had some difficulty with the aspects o~ the relationships 
which tended to place them in the role of receiving dependency 
grati~ication. A wish for a great deal of gratification 
showed in the area of environmental manipulation, and the 
denial of a need for dependency manifested itself in the area 
of emotional support, and verbal reassurance. 
~~en these client's responses to dependency was compared 
with the material they shared about their children's 
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development, it was seen that the mothers who showed the most 
extreme reactions to dependency, in either direction, gave 
the least information about the children's early development 
and problems. It is impossible from this small group to say 
if t his is a valid connection; any attempt to draw a cause 
and effect sequence would be pure conjecture. However, if 
further study with a large group of cases should show some 
obvious direct correlation between the two areas under 
comparison, it might be possible to make some predictions 
about the ways in which such mothers will relate, on the 
basis of information that they give or do not give about 
their children's development, in the early phase of treat-
ment. It is certainly possible that these women's own 
problems in handling their dependency relationships with 
their case workers influence the ways in which they discuss 
problems they have with their children, when the children 
were involved in developmental stages where the major prob-
lems are centered around dependency and independence. 
One of the theoretical formulations used in this study 
was that the mothers of schizophrenic children are afraid of 
involving themselves in treatment, and give less material 
than other clients. It is true that several of the women 
examined here were extremely uncommunicative about areas of 
development in their children's lives, and their o~~ problems 
with, and feelings about them. It would be necessary to use 
a control group to test the assumption that in the ~acets 
of history and problems explored here, they were less able 
to communicate than mothers with children who shot-Jed non-
schizophrenic disturbances, or were normal. Comparative 
studies might also be made to see whether the method of 
arranging data used in this study could differentiate among 
mothers with schizophrenic children, and women whose children 
showed other disturbances such as brain damage, character 
disorders, or other types of pathology. 
From this study of a limited group, it appears that 
although the mothers did not readily share information about 
many areas of their childrens' lives, and their own ~eelings 
and problems about them, nevertheless, as a group, there were 
some things they were able to talk about, and some attitudes 
or ~eelings they were able to share with the case workers, at 
least in a minimal way, during the early months of treatment. 
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TABLE XI. 
THE RESEARCH SAJ.1PLE: INTAKE I NFORMATION AT INTAKE AND LENGTH 
OF trJAITTITG PERIOD 
Age of Intake vlai ting 
Mother: vleekly Date: Period: 
Case Child Intake Fee Honth & Yr. 1-lonths 
Mrs. A Anne 40 $5~00 11/L~7 12 
IJ"~s . B Barbara 
--
$1.50 8/48 7 
Mrs. c Charles 
--
$4.00 3/49 11 
Hl"'S • D Donald 32 
--
7/46 17 
J.VT..rs • E Ed1·rard 42 $5.00 6/54 5 
Mrs. F Frank 49 $0.75 1/51 9 
Mrs. G Gary 40 f1..5o 2/1~9 7 
TABLE XII. 
CO}~OSITION OF FAMILIES USED IN THE STUDY 
Living 
Siblings; 
Father Sex and 
Age at Present Intake Others in 
Child Intake-l~ In Home Age Home 
Anne 7.8 Yes girl; 17 maternal grand-
mother 
Barbara 13.2 No girl; 21 
Charles 7.1 Yes boys; 91 lfa-
Donald 5.1 Yes boy; 
- 7 mos. 
Edward 12.1 Yes boy; 10 
Frank 5.9 Yes boys; 30 1 21 1 maternal 
15, 9, 2 grandfather 
girl; 29 
Gary 7.1 Yes boy; 9 
*Age in years and months. 
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TABLE XIII. 
THE FATHERS 
Fathers' 
Case Ages at 
Initial Intake Fathers' Occu12ations Clinic Contact 
A 41 "lighting businessn intake interview 
B 53 unknown none; not in ramily 
c 36 museum employee regular clinic treat-
ment 
D 37 house painter none 
E 50 printer none 
F 55 accountant none 
G 44 engineer none 
Case 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
TABLE XIV 
REFERRAL SOURCES AND PRESENTING PROBL~ffi 
Referral Source 
Father's social 
worker at a Vet-
erans' Administra-
tion clinic 
Exarninin g physician 
at a hospital out-
patient clinic 
Child ' s school 
Children's Center 
Child's school 
Fa.rnily friend 
employed by a 
mental hygiene 
clinic 
Family service 
agency 
Presenting Problems 
"phobias"; fear of separation 
from mother; poor school work; 
enuresis and soiling 
"pseudo-retardation" {school 
failures) 
"pseudo-retardation" {never 
learned to read or write) 
feeding problem 
learning problems; lack of 
friends; temper tantrums; "sexual 
confusion" 
"infantile"; fears machinery 
noises; won't eat solid food 
poor school work; "odd behavior"; 
hard to discipline 
S6 
TABLE XV . 
HOli THE NOTHERS IDENTIFY "VJITH THEIR CHILDRFJIT 
extension of self 2 
identifies with 1 
child's symptoms 
identifies both self 1 
and a membe r of her 
family ·tvi th child 1 s 
symptoms 
disowns self and family 1 
from the child's symp-
toras 
identifies the child's 0 
symptoms 1-vi th some 
other person 
Not mentioned 2 
TABLE XVI. 
Hatv THE HOTHERS PLACE BLM'IE FOR THE CHILDRE:N t S SYNPTOHS 
J.viotherts family 
J.viother Mother's family & Act of Fate 
2 1 1 
Act of Not men-
Fate tioned 
2 1 
S7 
TABLE XVII 
THE NOTHERS• REACTIONS TO DEPENDENCY ON THEIR CASE l.JORKERS 
1 2 3 4 
Verbal support and 1 2 
Reassurance 
Envirorunental 1 3 
Manipulation 
Material Help 1 
~~For explanation of scale see page 42• 
5..:~ 
1 
1 
Scale not 
applicable 
2 
TABLE XVIII 
CO}~ARISON OF MOTHERS' ACCEPTMfCE OF SUPPORT AND REASSURANCE 
WITH THE ROLES THEY WISH FOR THEIR CHILDREN 
Mothers• 
Acceptance 
of Help~;. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Roles desired For the Children 
Dependency Independence 
F S P A~H:· F S P A 
1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 
1 
.;;. For explanation of scale, see pag e 42. 
Not Mentioned 
F S P A 
1 
2 1 
1 1 1 
·:H~ The Capital letters stand for Father, Siblings, Peers and 
Adults. 
TABLE XIX 
CO~~ARISON OF MOTHERS' ACCEPTANCE OF m~VIRONMENTAL HELP 
\'liTH THE ROLES THEY \viSH FOR THEIR CHILDREN 
Mothers' 
Acceptance 
of Help~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Roles Desired for the Children 
Dependency · Independence 
F S P AiH~ F S P A 
1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 1 
~i- For explanation of scale 1 see page 42. 
Not Mentioned 
F S P A 
1 
1 1 3 1 
iH~ Th e capital letters stand for Father, Siblings, Peers# and 
Adults-. 
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61 
1. Schedule for Gathering Data From Case Records 
Child • s name 
Child's a ge at intake 
Iv1other1 s name 
Mother's a ge at intake 
Father• s name 
Father's a ge at intake 
Marital status (explain if necessary) 
Date of intake 
Date of diagnostic study 
Date of beginning treatment 
Father's occupation 
VJeekly fee 
Names of child's siblings and a ges at intake: 
Mother's reporting of child's development, ~ attitudes 
about the development. 
Pregnancy and delivery 
Feeding behavior and problems in infancy 
Feeding behavior and problems in childhood 
Toilet training : beginning , cor~letion 1 methods and problems 
Self care: ages when child walked, talked, dressed self; 
procedures and problems (how adequate or inadequate does 
the mother feel?) 
Social development: history of mother-child separation; 
extent of child's contact with childr en and adults out-
side of the family; child's characteristic ways of 
relating to people and objects (specify peers, parents 
and siblings, adults outside limnediate family) 
Mother's reporting of~ involvement in child's ~~ and 
attitudes about this involvement. 
self-help activities (examples are eating, dressing, walking, 
crossing streets, etc. depending on age and development 
of child.) 
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Play activities (solitary or social play) 
Educational activities (both formal schooling and non-formal 
education) 
Mother's identification of child~ herself or others 
(Specify and explaiiiJ' -
~ Problem 
Reason for referral {face sheet) 
Referral Source 
Age of child when mother saw onset of disturbance 
Source or sources to vfuiCh mother attributes child's illness 
Description and history of illness and symptoms 
Judge Baker Staff Involved ~ Family 
Intake 1-1orker 
Diagnostic team 
Mother's case worker(s) 
2. Five Point Scale for Rating Client - Case 1.Jorker Depend-
ency Relationship 
Mother's reactions to verbal support a.nd reassurance; circle 
one: 1 2 3 4 5 
Hother's reactions to environmental help; circle one: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Hother•s reactions to material help; circle one: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Points on the scale 
1. Extre1ne resistance to dependency gratification, and 
denial of any need for this. 
2. Some resistance and denial. 
3. Realistic acceptance of help. 
4• Attempt to gain more gratification than is realistically 
offered. 
5. Attempt to be completely dependent on the case worker. 
